
Svetlana Amirkhanova is an Instructor in Piano at the Salavat

Musical College, Republic of Bashkortostan, specializing in

popular music. She teaches the courses in History of Pop and

Jazz Styles, Fundamentals of Improvisation, and Musical

Information Technology. She also plays with the Jazz and

Symphonic orchestras. She has performed as a soloist with the

Jazz ensemble of Khabarovsk Philharmonic. Ms. Amirkhanova

is a graduate student at the Ufa State Academy of Arts named

after Z. Ismagilov. The topic of her dissertation is «Jazz as

the Art of Creative Self-Expression».

Alexander V. Anisimov is a Docent
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of the Department of

Orchestral Stringed Instruments at the Orenburg State Institute

of Arts named after М. Rostropovich. He is a doctoral degree

candidate at the Orenburg State Institute of Arts. His disser-

tation topic is «Communication of Soloist and Orchestra in the

Violin Concertos of Western-European Composers of the 17
th

-

19
th

Centuries», supervised by Dr. Boris Havtorin, the Professor

and the Rector of the Orenburg State Institute of Arts.

Nelli Ahmetzhanova is the Professor of Ethnomusicology at the

Ufa State Ismagilov Arts Academy. Dr. Ahmetzhanova has over

one hundred publications dedicated to Bashkirian Traditional

Music. She is an active member of music groups and a par-

ticipant of many Russian and International conferences. 

Galiya Bayazitova is a musicologist and TV journalist. Ms.

Bayazitova is a Director of Sound Production at All Ufa TV

channel.

Farogat Azizi is a musicologist, the expert in eastern studies.

He holds the degree of Candidate of Arts
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(1989) and the

position of the Docent of the Tajik National Conservatory.

Dr. Azizi is the Laureate and the Doctor of the International

Academy Antique World (2006) and a Doctoral Candidate of

the Novosibirsk State Conservatory. His field of scholarly

interests includes the study of Tajik traditional professional

and folk music.

Irina Basharova teaches at the Department of Music Theory

of Ufa State Ismagilov Arts Academy. She is also working

there on her Doctoral Degree in Musical Arts. Ms. Basharova's

subject of research is instrumental compositions of Sofia

Gubaidulina, as an example of semantic structure of musical

works. This project is based on methodology of semantic

analysis, explored at the Laboratory of Music Semantic of Ufa

State Arts Academy. She is a participant of Russian and

International conferences.

Michael Beckerman, Ph.D. (Columbia University), is a

Professor of Musicology, the Chair of the Department of

Music at New York University. He has spent the first part

of his career working on the music of Dvorak and Janacek,

in addition to publishing articles on Mozart, Brahms, Schubert,

idyllic music, Gypsy music, film scores and related subjects.

In the last few years he has started a project on music writ-

ten in the Terezin (Theresienstadt) concentration camp, in par-

ticular the last compositions of Gideon Klein. He is author

of Janacek as Theorist (Pendragon Press), New Worlds of Dvorak

(WW Norton Press) and editor of Janacek and Czech Music and

Martinu's Mysterious Accident (Pendragon Press), Janacek and His

World and Dvorak and His World (Princeton University Press). Dr.

Beckerman received the Janacek Medal from the Czech

Republic and is a Laureate of the Czech Music Council. He

is currently working on a monograph with the working title

of Klein's Last Trio. He has taught at Washington University

in St. Louis and the University of California. 

Oleg Belocerkovskij is an Associate Professor of the Chamber

Music and Accompaniment Department at the Saratov State

Sobinov Conservatory. Mr. Belocerkovskij works as a Manager

for the Production Centre Maestro. He is also the Director of

International Festivals of Organ Music.

Vera Demina is the degree candidate of the Rostov State

Conservatory named after S. Rachmaninov. She also works as

an assistant at the Folk Music Laboratory of the same con-

servatory. She has recently graduated from the conservatory

with the Diploma work on Russian choral musical culture of

the end of the 17
th

and the beginning of the 18th centuries.

She has presented papers on this topic and published articles

in the journal «Humanities and the Socio-Economic Sciences»,

as well as in the collections of articles «Historic Themes in

Music and Literature» and «The Articles of Young

Musicologists».

Galina Dombrauskene is a Docent of the Department of History

of Arts and Culture of the State Naval University named after

Admiral G. Nevelsky. She holds the Candidate of Arts degree.

Victoria Gumennaya is the Titular Professor of the Department

of Fine Arts and Humanities of the University of Pereira,

Columbia. Currently she is finishing her graduate degree program

in music at the Rostov State Conservatory named after S.

Rachmaninov. The topic of her research is one of the most

important vocal-instrumental genres of music of Columbia, the

bambuco. She presented papers at the international conferences

and published her articles in the journal Humanities and Socio-

Economic Sciences (North-Caucasus Research Center of the Higher

Education) and in the Collection of Articles «Essays of the

Young Musicologists», Issue 2, (Rostov State Academy of Music). 

Ildar Khannanov, Ph.D. (University of California, Santa

Barbara), ABD and Diplom of Moscow State Tchaikovsky

Conservatory, is a Professor of Music Theory at Peabody

Conservatory of the Johns Hopkins University. His scholarly

interests range from methodology of music analysis and teach-

ing of form to music signification, questions of pedagogy,

ethnomusicology and philosophy. Dr. Khannanov presented his

papers at a number of national and international conferences

and published the results of his research in Musical Academy

Quarterly, Dutch Journal of Music Theory, Acta Semiotica Fennica,

Sinij Divan, and others. Currently, Dr. Khannanov is the Chief

Editor of the International Division of Music

Scholarship/Problemy Muzikal'noi Nauki.
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The rankings appropriate for North American academic sys-

tem are used in this translation. Russian original system is based

on five ranks, in ascending order: mladshij prepodavatel (roughly,

equivalent of an instructor), prepodavatel (assistant professor),

starshij prepodavatel (associate professor), docent (this one is absent

in the US, but can be compared with a non-tenured senior fac-

ulty member), and professor (tenured professor) (I. Kh). 

2

The Russian system of scholarly degrees is different from

Master's — Doctoral degrees format. It is especially evident in the

field of music since the Russian pedagogical system offers a stage

of early professional musical education (7-year children's school and

4-year utchilische) that does not exists in the West. Keeping this

in mind, one may evaluate the Dipom of the conservatory as an

equivalent of Master's Degree, the Candidate of Arts as the equiva-

lent of Ph. D. or DMA and the Doctor of Arts as a special degree

that is given to a prominent figure in the field after minimum of

10 years of successful teaching and research career (I. Kh.).
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Natalia Klimova is an Assistant Professor of the Department

of Theory and History of Music of the Tambov Musical-

Pedagogical Institute named after S. Rachmaninov. She is the

author of a number of multi-media projects and audio-guides

in contemporary music, methodology research projects and pro-

grams in the area of compositional techniques of contempo-

rary composers. Her publications include «English 'l'Art Nouveau

Motives in Debussy's Piano Cycle Children's Corner» in

Research in Russian and Western Musical Culture, Issue 2,

Tambov 2004; «Problems of Notation in a Course of

Contemporary Music» in Proceedings of the 3
rd

All-Russian

Conference «Contemporary Audio-Visual Technologies in

Creative Work and Higher Education», Saint-Petersburg

Humanitiary Trade Union University, 2006; «Live Memory of

the Past» in Research in Russian and Western Musical Culture.

Articles, Analytical Essays, Tambov, 2007; «From Schumann to

Shostakovich (Sonata for Cello and Piano by Alexander

Izosimov)» in «Work of D. D. Shostakovich in the Context

of World's Creative Space», the proceedings of the

International Conference, Astrakhan 2007; «On Musical-Visual

Connections in the Vocal Cycle by Alexander Izosimov «The

Songs of a Wonderful Visitor», the proceedings of the Internet

Conference «D. Shostakovich and the Music of the 20th

Century», Tambov, 2007. Professor Klimova has authored a

course Sound Worlds of Galina Ustvolskaya and Alexander

Izosimov».

Julia Kovurshina is an Associate Professor of the Department

of Music History of the Petrozavodsk State Conservatory,

named after A.K. Glazunov.

Ljudmila Kudinova is a musicologist. She has graduated from

the Department of Theory and History of Music of the

Moscow State Tchaikovsky Conservatory. He supervisor was

Tatiana Dubravskaya. Currently, she is a graduate student at

the same conservatory. She is working on a dissertation

«Musical Nomenology as a Problem of Composer's Creative

Process in the 20th Century». The supervisor is Doctor of

Arts, Professor Yevgenia Tchigaryeva. She has published arti-

cles on the topic, such as «The Title in Music: Positioning

the Problem», in the Collection of articles Word and Music,

Moscow 2002; «From Variation to the Metabole, in Collection

of Scholarly Works «Poetics of the Title», Moscow and Tver,

2005; «Musical Nomenology as the Problem of Culture» in

the proceedings of the International Conference «The Integral

Field of Culture as a New Paradigm of Education»,

Dzerzhinski, 2004; Instrumental Terms as the Titles of Musical

Works», in the proceedings of the International conference

«The Problems of the Instrumentation Terminology» in Saint-

Petersburg 2005, and «The terms of Literary Theory as the

Titles of the Musical Works» (printing in progress). Ms.

Kudinova is the Chief Librarian of Taneyev Academic Library

of the Moscow Conservatory. Her previous jobs include the

position of an Associate Professor of music history at the

Musical-Pedagogic Institute named after M. Ippolitov-Ivanov.

Since 2004 she is an Associate Professor of the Ugresh branch

of the Dubna Institute of Nature, Society and Man, where

she teaches a course on «Conceptual History of Music». 

Natalia Mikhajlova is a degree candidate of the Department

of Ugro-Finnish Peoples of the Petrozavodsk State

Conservatory named after A.K. Glazunov. She is the scientif-

ic associate of the Division of the Folklore of the Federal

State Institute of Culture «The State Historic-Architectural and

Ethnographic National Park Kizhi».

Ayasmaa Mongush is a Professor of music theory of Kyzul

College of Arts named after A.B. Churgal-oola. She is a sci-

entific assistant at the Division of Culture of the Tuva Institute

of Humanities. Ms. Mongush has completed the graduate stud-

ies in music at the Far-Eastern Academy of Arts in 2006.

Risa Moriya is currently a graduate student of Moscow P. I.

Tchaikovsky Conservatory. In 2005, she finished Master's

degree (M.A.) program at the Tokyo National University of

Art and Music as musicologist. Her Master's thesis was

«Reception of «Russian folk songs» in Japan». She has pre-

sented papers at associations of music in Japan and her arti-

cles about musical culture of Russia and Japan has been pub-

lished in different journals and dictionaries in Russian and

Japanese.

Iza Nemirovskaya, the Candidate of Arts, a Professor of

Moscow State Institute of Music named after A. Schnittke.

She is also a Scientific Assistant at the State Institute of Art

Theory. Her main scholarly interests belong to the study of

the role of vernacular genre in symphonic dramaturgy of the

19
th

century, the problems of symphonicism of the 19
th

and

20
th

centuries, and the questions of speech and declamation

intonatsia in the work of Modest Mussorgsky.

Olga Osetskaya is a graduate student at the Nizhegorod State

Conservatory named after M. Glinka. Currently works on the

subject of «Sacred word in music of Arvo Part». She has pre-

sented papers at the All-Russian Conference The Urgent

Problems of the Higher Musical Education (in 2005, 200 and

in 2007) with the papers «The Key words of Arvo Part (On

types of sacred words in tintinnabuli compositions)», «The

Canon of repentance of A. Part in the context of the Christian

Orthodox tradition», and «Bach's tradition in the work of Arvo

Part». She presented her paper «The canonic role of the word

in tintinnabuli compositions of Arvo Part» at the annual Seminar

of the Young Scholars of the Nizhegorod region. These mate-

rials have been published in the proceedings of the conferences. 

Svetlana Platonova has graduated from the Novosibirsk state con-

servatory named after M. Glinka in 1984. She is a degree can-

didate at the Department of History and Theory of Music of the

Tambov State Musical Pedagogical institute named after

S. Rachmaninov. She works as the Chair of the Department of

Instrumental Performance of the Ryazan musical college of G.

and A. Pirogov. Ms. Platonova is also the Сhair of Ryazan branch

of the European Piano Teachers Association «EPTA-RUSSIA», the

winner of the grant «Russian performing art», the winner of the

international competition of pianists. She participated in the inter-

national conferences in Russia (Tambov 2006, 2007, Ufa 2006,

Ryazan 2006) and in Lithuania (Druskininkai 2006).

Elena Polotskaya is a Docent of the Department of Music

Theory of the Ural State Conservatory named after

M. Mussorgsky. She earned her Candidate of Arts degree from

the Leningrad (now St. Petersburg) State Rimsky-Korsakov

Conservatory. At present she is working on the topic «Pyotr

Iljich Tchaikovsky as a teacher». In 2007 her monograph on

the same topic has been published. The articles on this topic

were also published in the journals «Musicology», «Art and

Education», «Music and Time», «Musical Life» and in the col-

lected articles «Music in the System of Culture» and

«Philosophical Problems of Science and Culture» in 2008.

Elena Samarina is a doctoral student at the Novosibirsk State

Conservatory. The subject of her research is «Boethian defi-

nition of musica mundanа in the Italian Renaissance musicol-

ogy». Ms. Samarina holds the Magister of Philosophy degree

from the Novosibirsk State University. The topic of the mag-

ister research is «The Ontological Status of Harmony in Plato's

philosophy». She works as an art-critic and lecturer at the

Novisibirsk State Philharmonic.



Natalia Sannikova is a Graduate Student of the Department

of Music Theory, Instructor, and the Chief of the Audiolab

at the Novosibirsk State Conservatory named after Michail

Glinka. The topic of her dissertation is «Opera Wednesday

from the cycle LICHT viewed through the prism of the artis-

tic ideals and creative evolution of Karlheinz Stockhausen».

Olga Schulikova is an Instructor of music theory at the

Asbest College of Arts, she is also the Assistant Professor

of Folklore at the Humanities University of Yekaterinburg.

Ms. Schulikova is a Degree Candidate at the Urals State

Conservatory, the Department of Music History. Her disserta-

tion topic is «The Work of Margarita Kesareva: To the

Problem of Relationship of Myth and Music». Ms. Schulikova

presented her papers at the regional conferences and published

a number of articles.

Ljudmila Shauzukova is a Docent of the North-Caucasian State

Institute of Arts. She is the Chair of the Department of

Humanities and Socio-Economic Disciplines. She holds the

Degree of Candidate of Culturology. Ms. Shauzkova is a con-

tributor to numerous scientific and artistic periodicals, such as

Cultural Life of the South of Russia, The Messenger of

KBGU, and Litterary Kabardino-Balkaria.

She is the author of more than 40 publications on the

problems of culture, the participant in a number of scholar-

ly conferences.

Ljubov Serebryakova is the Chair of the Department of Music

History, the Professor of the Urals State Conservatory named

after M. Mussorgsky. She holds the Degree of Candidate of

Arts. The Candidate dissertation was defended at the All-Union

Scientific Research Institute of Art Study in Moscow in 1991.

She is the Honored Worker of Arts of the Russian Federation

(2005), the Member of the Composer's Union and of the

Union of the Theater Artists of Russia, the author of more

than 80 publications in Russia, Germany, Austria, USA, in

Russian, English, German, a number of papers at the confer-

ences and symposiums in Russia and abroad.

Svetlana Sevastianova is a Professor of the Astrakhan Music

College named after M. Mussorgsky, she is also the docent of

the Department of Theory and History of Music of the Astrakhan

State Conservatory. She holds the Candidate of Arts degree.

Yekaterina Scriabina is the Docent of the Institute of Arts

of Togliatti. She teaches domra. Ms. Scriabina has graduated

from the Urals State Conservatory named after M. Mussorgsky

and the graduate school of the same conservatory. She is the

winner of the First International Competition of the Orchestras

and Ensembles of Folk Instruments «Europe-Asia». She is fin-

ishing working on her dissertation «Specificity and Problems

of the Development of the Art of Domra». She has present-

ed papers at the national and international conferences (in

Yakutstk, Togliatti, Magitogorsk) on the topics related to domra

and published her research in the collections of article. 

Igor Soloviev is an ethnomusicologist, a Professor of the

Department of Ugro-Finnish Peoples of the Petrozavodsk State

Conservatory named after A. Glazunov. He is also a gradu-

ate student at the Russian Institute of History of Arts, the

Department of Instrumentation.

Sergey Tarasov is the Instructor of Voice and Opera

Preparation, the Graduate student of the Astrakhan State

Conservatory.

Galina Tarayeva is a Professor of the Rostov Conservatory

named after S. Rachmaninov, the Chair of the Department of

Innovative Pedagogy. She holds the degree of Candidate of

Arts. Her scholarly interests include the theory of musical lan-

guage and musical semantics. Since 2002 she is engaged in

the study of computerized pedagogic strategies. Professor

Tarayeva has received the grant from the Russian Humanities

Foundation in 2003 and in 2004. She has published exten-

sively on this topic, including three books in a series entitled

Computer and Innovations in Musical Pedagogy: book I Strategies

and Methods, book 2 Techniques of presentation, and book III

Interactive testing (KlassikaXXI: Moscow, 2007). She has pre-

sented numerous papers at the conferences and master-classes

in Astrakhan, Krasnodar, Saint-Petersburg, Orel, Saratov,

Stavropol, Surgut and Ufa.

Natella Tchakhvadze is an Interim Professor of the Department

of History and Theory of Music at the Magnitogorsk State

Conservatory. She is engaged in studies of interaction of cul-

tures of East and West, as well as the national specificity of

various art forms. She has published the results of her

research in a number of collections: «Felix Janov-Janovsky» in

Composers of Soviet Republics, Issue 6, Moscow, 1986; «German

Opera on the Russian Plot: The Inspector General of Werner

Egk», in The News of Magnitogorsk State Conservatory, 2001; «On

the Specificity of Russian Mentality in Light of the Problem

«East-West», The News of Magnitogorsk State Conservatory,

2004/1-2; and «Russian Artist in the Foreign National Artistic

Environment: the Paintings of A. N. Volkov and Eastern

Monody», in The Master of Garnet Tea House. Painting, Poetry,

Friends. Newdiamed: Moscow, 2007. 

Yevgeni Volchkov is a Professor of the Department of Folk

Instruments of the Moscow Regional Musical College named

after A. N. Scriabin. He is the soloist of the Academic

Orchestra of Russian Folk Instruments, the branch of the

All-Russian State Broadcasting Company. Mr. Volchkov is

also a graduate student of the Russian Academy of Music

named after Gnessin. The topic of his dissertation is «The

Use of Folklore in Concertos for Three-Stringed Domra». He

appears frequently at the regional and intercollege seminars

and conferences. His articles are published in the journal

Narodnik and in the proceedings of the Intercollge Conference

of the Russian Academy of Music in 2008. He has appeared

with concerts at the Tchaikovsky Concert Hall, the

International House of Music, the Concert Hall of the

Russian Academy of Music. He has performed in Russia and

abroad. 

Paulina Volkova is the Professor of the Krasnodar University of

Culture and Arts, a member of the Composer's Union of the

Russian Federation. Her Candidate dissertation in theory of lan-

guage, sociolinguistics, psycholinguistics has been defended at the

Volgograd State University, with the topic «Emotivity as the

Principle of Interpretation of the Artistic Text, On the Examples

from N. Gogol, Yu. Butsko, A. Kholminov, and R. Schchedrin».

The Doctoral dissertation in philosophy (ontology and theory of

knowledge) has been defended at the Moscow Pedagogic Institute

named after V. Lenin, on the topic «Rhetorical Models of

Education in Humanities: Philosophic-Methodological Analysis».

Dr. Volkova's scholarly interests include interpretation and the

reinterpretation of the texts of culture in the fields of painting,

poetry, music, cinema and animation.

Vyacheslav Yesakov is the Chair of the Department of

Chamber Ensemble, the associate professor of piano at the

Moscow Institute of Music named after A. Schnittke. He is

a degree candidate of the Russian Academy of Music named

after Gnessin, Department of the Contemporary Problems of

Musical Pedagogy, Education and Culture. His supervisor is

professor I. Susidko.
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